
PEANUT AND CRACKER JACK

 



FADE IN

OVER CREDITS:

MONTAGE - OLD PHOTOS OF THREE CHILDHOOD FRIENDS (JACK, EDDIE, 
AND JILL) GROWING UP

The three of them at the beach, in a park, on playground 
equipment, at the zoo. Happy as clams.

Jack and Eddie in Little League uniforms and Jill in a 
cheerleaders outfit - all are happy. 

Jack in a catcher's outfit while Eddie sits on the bench a 
slight scowl.

Jack behind the plate, Eddie and Jill in the stands. Jill 
exuberant. Eddie sullen.

High School Pics: Jack in the limelight as president of the 
student council with Eddie, the treasurer in the his shadow. 
Jill head Chearleader. Jack and Jill are Mr. And Mrs 
Northside High. Eddie - Most Likely to Succede.

Jack signing a contract with the St. Louis Cardinals.

Eddie heading off to Business College.

Jill entering the School of American Ballet. 

MONTAGE ENDS

EXT. JACKSON, TN - DAY

A mid-size city (pop: 95,000) about 80 miles from Memphis.

ON THE EDGE OF TOWN

A giant white water tower emblazoned with "Jackson, TN - Home 
of Johnny 'Cracker Jack' Jones"  rises above a quadra-plex of  
baseball fields. 

A man on the tower paints over the name Johnny. 

DOWNTOWN

The century old Bank of Jackson dominates the town square. 
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BY THE INTERSTATE

The jewel of the city, a state-of-the-art stadium suitable 
for Double A Minor League baseball sits next to the luxurious 
homes of the city's 'New Money'.

PEANUT (V.O.)
But I'm good.

EDDIE(V.O.)
You're very good.

EXT. THE WHEELER HOME - DAY

A cherry red Jaguar with vanity plates 'FAST$$$" sits 
prominently in the circular drive.

PEANUT (V.O.)
So...

EDDIE (V.O.)
But, you're a girl.

INT. WHEELER HOME / EDDIE'S MAN-CAVE - DAY

EDDIE WHEELER (38) spawled on a customized lounger. Eyes 
focused on a tape of a little league game. PATRICIA ‘PEANUT’ 
WHEELER (14) trim, athletic steps into his line of sight.

PEANUT
It's not against league rules.

EDDIE
Not a league rule. Nature's rule. 
My rule.

PEANUT
You're the league president. You're 
my dad.

EDDIE
And both say, "No."

PEANUT
One of the other coaches might...

EDDIE
None of the other coaches would 
dare.

PEANUT
Coach 'Cracker Jack' would.
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EDDIE
If only he was still coaching.

PEANUT
You...that was a lousy thing to do.

Eddie tosses a beer can into a trash compactor pushes a 
button on the arm of his chair. The can is crushed. 

EXT. DOWNTOWN JACKSON APARTMENT COMPLEX- DAY

An upscale complex. Residents leaving for work or returning 
with coffee and breakfast.

INT. JACK’S APARTMENT - DAY

LIVING ROOM

On the floor a large box of trophies next to shelves with 
dozens of dust rings outlining their former position.

ONE THE SHELF

Two trophies remain: a large "Minor League Player of the Year 
Award 2000" and a tiny "Jackson Little League Coach of the 
Year 2013."

A letter from the Office of Jackson Little League sits 
between the two. A hand picks up the letter.

INSERT - A JACKSON LITTLE LEAGUE ENVELOPE ADDRESSED TO:

“Johnny ‘Cracker Jack’ Jones
123 Ash Drive
Jackson, Tn 38035"

A hand retrieves the letter, unfolds it and Eddie, in his 
slimiest, most sarcastic voice, reads.

EDDIE (V.O.)
Dear Sir,

Pursuant to a court order you have
ten days to return to this office
the 2013 Jackson Little League
Coach of the Year trophy.

Sincerely yours,
Eddie Wheeler, President”
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A hand scrawls in red: ”You want trophies so bad? You can 
have all of mine. -Jack”

LIVING ROOM

JOHNNY 'CRACKER JACK' JONES (37) lean and muscular, hair wet, 
a towel around his neck and sporting a pair of St. Louis 
Cardinal themed boxer briefs tosses the letter and final two 
trophies into the box and tapes it shut.

BEDROOM

On his bed lies a suit and tie next to designer jeans and 
polo shirt. He stares at the choices.

Jack pulls the jeans over a scarred knee.

INT. HALL OUTSIDE JACK’S APARTMENT - DAY

Jack locks his door and hears a cacophony of clicking and 
clanging liquor and beer bottles. Behind him BUXOM BRUNETTE 
(20’s), long hair, long legs, tight clothes, loose morals, 
struggles with a large garbage bag.

BUXOM BRUNETTE
You missed a great party, Jack.

JACK
Didn’t miss it. Just wasn’t there.

BUXOM BRUNETTE
Were we too loud?

JACK
Not too loud. Just loud enough.

They exchange smiles.

BUXOM BRUNETTE
Remind me to invite you to one of 
my quiet parties.

She eyes Jack’s jeans.

BUXOM BRUNETTE 
Soft, low music, candlelight ... 
Conversation optional.

Jack reaches for the bag of trash.
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BUXOM BRUNETTE 
Thanks. Getting trashed the night 
before trash day-

She returns to her apartment using every trick she knows to 
lure Jack's eye.  Jack sighs a deep, lustful, silent sigh.

EXT. APARTMENT BUILDING STOOP - DAY

A few bottles make their escape as Jack tries to keep the bag 
from splitting. A DONUT LADEN NEIGHBOR approaches.

JACK
A little help?

DONUT LADEN NEIGHBOR
So, it was your party that kept me 
up till three a.m.! On a Tuesday!

The neighbor snorts by him. Jack sighs a different sigh.

Looks at the liquor spill on his jeans. Looks back toward his 
apartment. Looks at his watch.

JACK
Shhhh-an’t be late.

EXT. MAIN STREET - DAY

Jack walks with a slightly off gait. As he approaches a 
MOTHER and her 10 year-old. The KID excitedly points at Jack.

KID
Cracker Jack! Cracker-

The Mother pulls him back and puts herself between Jack and 
her kid as they pass each other.

EXT. BANK OF JACKSON - DAY

Jack continues to the corner and checks out the century-old, 
stone facade of the Bank of Jackson across the street.

INT. BANK LOBBY - DAY

Jack glances around the impressive bank lobby and inspects a 
photo of the bank sponsored Little League team, The Buck-a-
neers. SOCCER MOM (40’s) and TELLER note Jack with disgust.
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INT. BANK OFFICE - DAY

Jack, in the 'hot seat', stares at the sign on the massive 
desk before him desk. It reads: "STANLEY ‘BIG BUCK’ LEDUKE - 
President". 

Behind it sits BUCK LEDUKE (late 50’s), overweight from 
wealth and leisure, his stubby fingers punch a keyboard.

Behind Buck stands his son, RANDALL LEDUKE (early 30’s), with 
a hint of a beer gut. Randall looks over the shoulder of his 
future physique.

BENSON MEEKS (mid 30’s), lean and crow-like, perched on the 
corner of the desk stares at Jack.

TV REPORTER (O.S.)
Going ballistic-

JACK
Ballistic?

Buck flips his monitor around for Jack to view. A YouTube 
video of Jack in the dugout with his Little League players.

TV REPORTER
-gets local sports' hero and 
popular Little League coach, Johnny 
‘Cracker Jack’ Jones suspended.

Jack waits for the sound of his own calm, deliberate voice. 
Benson mouths the memorized words.

JACK (O.S.)
Motherf-BLEEP-r! F-BLEEP-k wad! C-
BLEEP-k S-BLEEP-er!

ON THE COMPUTER

With each new word Jack points to a different player.

JACK
Sh-BLEEP-ead! BLEEP! BLEEP! BLEEP! 
God damn it!

BACK TO THE BANK OFFICE

TV REPORTER (O.S.)
League president, Eddie Wheeler, 
owner of Fast Cash Title Loans, 
sponsor and coach of the perennial 
powerhouse Lone A-Rangers.
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EDDIE (O.S.)
Judge Lily didn’t go far enough to 
protect our kids from this kind of 
abuse. One year suspension?

Eddie SPITS.

EDDIE (O.S.) 
At least the Allstate All Stars 
fired him, permanently and Allstate 
Insurance revoked his franchise. 
Guys like him should be driven out 
of baseball forever.

BUCK
What a blowhard.

BENSON
I can’t believe they didn’t bleep 
the GD.

JACK
I can’t believe they didn’t have 
the whole tape.

BUCK
I can’t believe Judge Lily-livered 
suspended you. Coaches cuss. It’s 
un-American not to.

JACK
I don’t cuss.

RANDALL
Cost your team the championship.

BUCK
Coach Wheeler hand-picking his 
replacement is what cost them.

BENSON
Where in the Constitution does 
kiddie ear rights supersede adult 
freedom of speech?

Randall’s eyes roll at the rhetoric. Buck shakes and hangs 
his head.

Benson leaves his perch and circles behind Jack. Jack rises.

JACK
You don’t need me for this.

Benson guides him back into the seat.
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BUCK
No, we don’t. We ... I need you to 
coach my Buck-a-neers.

RANDALL
Dad, I can -

BUCK
No, you can’t. You can’t control 
your own kid. I can’t see you 
wrangling a dozen spoiled brats of 
our biggest clients.

Buck’s glare stops Benson from volunteering his services.

BUCK 
The only thing you’ve ever managed 
was to get my daughter to marry 
your sorry ass.

Benson, lacking the courage to defend his wife or himself, 
hangs his head and remains mute.

BUCK 
No, we need someone with spit and 
vinegar to whip those wimps into 
winners. We need a hard-nosed 
crackerjack coach. Someone not 
afraid to cuss out a few-

JACK
I don’t cuss.

BUCK
Not now. One more and Judge Lily-
liver throws your butt in jail.

JACK
I don’t cuss.

BUCK
And that’s what we’ll tell the 
parents. Not one single cuss word 
since you stopped drinking.

JACK
I haven’t had a drink in over a de-

RANDALL
Day?

Benson sniffs at the smell of liquor rising from Jack's 
jeans. Nods in agreement. Jack brushes his jeans.
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JACK
Decade. Fourteen years to be exact.

He strokes a pendant beneath his shirt.

BUCK
Exactly!

JACK
And I’m not allowed to coach Little 
League for another six months.

BUCK
Randall can’t raise kids worth a 
damn but he does know how to raise 
a legal point or two.

RANDALL
Right. The court order actually 
says you can’t be paid to coach. I 
found a nice, little league-al 
loophole.

Jack ignores the pun as Benson rolls his eyes.

JACK
And how do you manage that?

RANDALL
We don’t pay you.

Jack, taken aback, rises. Benson guides him back down.

BUCK
We will pay you. Handsomely. To 
coach the team ... in the 
championship game ... in -

RANDALL
Six months and a day.

BENSON
But you have to get them to that 
championship game.

JACK
Let me see that.

Randall hands him the contract. Jack reads it; stares at “The 
Buck Never Stops” desk sign complete with an Energizer Bunny 
and photo of Buck’s face on the drum.
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JACK 
Okay, here’s my counter. I get 
fifty G’s - not forty - if I get 
them to the championship game and 
another five if we win it.

BUCK
A win would be worth that.

JACK
I also get the fifty G’s if you 
fire me.

BUCK
Not a problem.

JACK
And now the kicker. I want every 
parent to sign a contract approving 
me as their kid’s coach with a ten 
thousand dollar penalty if their 
kid quits.

BENSON
That might violate the court order.

JACK
I would be getting paid NOT to 
coach them.

RANDALL
Good point.

JACK
Also, can’t coach them if they miss 
practice - two hundred-dollar fine.

Buck rises. Carved on the back of his elegant wooden chair: 
“The Buck Sits Here.” He grabs an engraved box.

BUCK
Told you he was a hard-ass.

Buck offers Jack a cigar from a humidor  A sketch of Buck 
lighting a cigar with a hundred-dollar bill and the words: 
"Buck Smokes" etched in the glass lid.

Jack passes. Benson reaches; Buck snaps it shut.

INT. THE MAN-CAVE - DAY

Eddie looks over Fast Cash’s daily sales report. Son, CONAN 
WHEELER (15), on a bean bag plays a baseball video game.
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The garish decor includes a massive trophy case with one 
exceptionally large trophy.

Peanut peeks in.

PEANUT
Dad? This came for you today.

She hands him the Coach of the Year award.

EDDIE
What? No expletive laced note?

PEANUT
Just that.

Eddie holds it next to a large trophy.

EDDIE
Patricia, you like the new design?

INSERT - TROPHY PLAQUE, which reads:

"Eddie Wheeler
Jackson Little League
2013 Coach of the Year"

BACK IN THE MAN-CAVE

He tosses Jack’s trophy into a trash compactor already half-
filled with empty beer cans.

PEANUT
Why do you hate him so much?

Eddie punches the ‘Compact’ switch.

EDDIE
He is my enemy.

PEANUT
So?

Eddie relishes the sound of the trophy crushing. On compactor 
are the words: “What is best in life? To crush your enemies -
-See them driven before you, and to hear the lamentation of 
their women! - Conan the Barbarian”.

EDDIE
Son.
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Conan, without looking up, his frantic fingers betraying the 
bored countenance his body language exudes and with the 
dryness that comes from years of rote repetition:

CONAN
What is best in life? To crush your 
enemies -- See them driven before 
you, and to hear the lamentation of 
their women.

PEANUT
And what did he do to you?

EDDIE
He took baseball away from me.

PEANUT
Baseball?

EDDIE
Sixth grade. Cracker-Fat was the 
same size as he is now only pudgy.

PEANUT
So?

EDDIE
That slow slug took the only 
position I wanted to play. A year 
on the bench was enough.

PEANUT
And Cracker Jack-

EDDIE
Cracker FAT.

PEANUT
Got drafted out of high school.

EDDIE
Coulda, shoulda been me.

Eddie stares at the quote on his trash compactor.

A little smirk crosses his face as the machine stops.

EDDIE 
Then came the 'accident’. Crushed 
his knee...and his career.

His stare focuses on the word ‘crush’. His smirk widens.
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EXT. 24 HR RESTAURANT PARKING LOT - DAY

Jack, in a window booth, sips coffee. Out of the corner of 
his eye he sees a flashy sports car with FAST-$$$ vanity 
plates park. The driver, Eddie, gets out and walks by Jack’s 
window to the entrance.

INT. 24 HR RESTAURANT - DAY

JACK’S BOOTH

Jack pours a pool of syrup on the opposing wood-grain seat.

RESTAURANT ENTRANCE

Eddie ... slimy, but slick enough not to leave a trail ... 
slides up to Jack’s table.

EDDIE
I hear you might coach again.

Jack doesn’t look up.

JACK
I believe your line is: “Do you 
want fries with that?”

EDDIE
Ah, jock humor. Is that all you 
have left of your dazzling Minor 
League career?

Jack locks eyes. Eddie halfway seated stops.

EDDIE 
Mind if I join you?

JACK
Only if you’re buying.

EDDIE
Aw. No paycheck? Sure.

Jack indicates for him to have a seat.

JACK
Just trying to stick it to you.

Eddie, almost seated, stops.
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EDDIE
Not holding a grudge are we?

JACK
You blind-sided me. It won’t happen 
again.

Jack holds him with a stare.

EDDIE
It will happen as often as I want 
it to.

Eddie sits. The warm syrup hits. He closes his eyes.

EDDIE 
Ah, more jock humor. From small 
minds come small pranks.

JACK
You tried to ruin my life and 
failed. I ruin your suit. I’d say 
we’re even.

EDDIE
Even?

JACK
My life is more than a baseball 
uniform. You’re just a suit and a 
cheap one at that.

EDDIE
Funny but not as funny as your new 
team? Seen ‘em yet?

JACK
Don’t need to. Kids are kids. All I 
need are kids who want to play.

EDDIE
I doubt you have that. Their 
daddies want them to play. Make ’em 
big strong boys. Winners not 
whiners.

JACK
I can do that. Meeting them today.

EDDIE
That’s great. A big loser coaching 
a bunch of losers. Can’t wait.

A WAITRESS appears with a dish rag. Jack gets up.
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WAITRESS
You said there was a syrup spill?

Jack cocks his head looking at Eddie’s booth seat.

JACK
No, some sap has taken care of it.

The waitress presents the ticket to Jack.

EDDIE
That’s mine. The laundry bill-

JACK
Not worth cleaning. Go to Mal-Wart 
and buy a new one - on me.

EXT. BIG BUCK BALLPARK - DAY

The Taj Mahal of little league baseball. It surpasses many of 
the minor league parks that Jack ever played in.

EXT. BALLFIELD - DAY

Jack walks behind home plate and surveys the field.

GREG KNIGHT (19), a hair taller than the thirteen kids (ages 
12-14), hits grounders to the infield. Randall, with 
clipboard and a bullhorn supervises. 

RANDALL
Bring it home.

Greg hits a hard grounder to RICKY LEDUKE (14). Ricky scoops 
it up and fires it home to a fully outfitted catcher.

Eddie, napkin shreds and a stain adorn his pants walks up to 
Jack from behind.

JACK
(a low whistle)

I should have asked for more.

EDDIE
Yeah, ol’ Big Bucks thought he 
could lure Triple A with this.

RANDALL
Take it to first.

A CRACK of the bat followed by fielding pandemonium on the 
right side of the field.
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EDDIE
Couldn't even get Single A. This 
place reeks of losers.

Eddie waves his arms about. Benson, with an equipment bag 
full of aluminum bats joins Jack. They survey the players.

EDDIE 
Hey, all you losers get out of 
here. Cracker Jack Jones is 
expecting his team any minute now.

The ball is finally corralled but the throw forces the 
coaches to duck.

BENSON
This is his team.

Disgusted Randall hands off his bullhorn to Greg. The two of 
them and the catcher joins the group. The catcher keeps 
behind Greg.

EDDIE
I know. This is great. Plenty of 
fatties and pansies. Even a spaz or 
two. But, at least, no girls.

Greg walks up behind Eddie.

GREG
(with bullhorn)

Hey, Coach Wheeler.

Eddie jumps. Greg lowers the bullhorn.

GREG 
Sorry. Greg Knight. I played for 
you.

EDDIE
Is that so?

GREG
Yep. Six years ago. You're the 
reason I got into coaching.

Eddie turns to Greg and sizes him up.

EDDIE
Glad I could inspire you.

GREG
I'm here to see if you have to be a 
jerk to coach.
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The catcher looks down to stifle a giggle.

EDDIE
Or prove that anybody can be a 
loser...even the great Cracker Jack 
Jones. Do you have any decent 
players?

BENSON
(pointing to Ricky)

There’s the Rocket.

RANDALL
That’s my boy. He’s our pitcher.

EDDIE
One out of twelve. You guys suck.

Greg extends his hand. Eddie ignores it and walks off 
laughing and shaking his head.

RANDALL
Don’t worry, Jack. Not only will 
Ricky be our best pitcher but I’m 
working him at short as well.

JACK
No you won’t. Rule number one: 
Coaches don’t coach their own.

RANDALL
Why not?

JACK
He has three coaches. Doesn’t need 
a fourth. You’re here to coach. You 
have twelve other kids to coach and 
you don’t need the distraction.

RANDALL
But he’s my kid.

JACK
Who doesn’t need the pressure of an 
overly watchful eye. Give the kid 
some space. I don’t care what he 
does. If it bothers one of us we’ll 
handle it. If it doesn’t; you have 
to ignore it.

RANDALL
I ... guess.

Jack turns to Benson.
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JACK
Which one is yours?

RANDALL
The one ... prancing about in 
center field.

BENSON
He’s not prancing. He’s dancing.

Jack looks to center and sees SKIP MEEKS (13), thin and lean, 
doing a pirouette.

Jack shrugs. Randall shakes his head. Benson sighs.

JACK
(to Greg)

Coach Knight, I’m guessing you 
don’t have a kid in the game.

GREG
I have my kid brother.

JACK
Which one?

GREG
The fat one on first?

JACK
Does he have a name?

GREG
Moose ... uh, Christopher.

JACK
Really? Chris ‘Moose’ Knight?

Jack laughs with an air of relief, grabs the bullhorn and 
sternly:

JACK 
Don’t ever call one of my players, 
or any player, fat, or slow, or 
dumb or anything derogatory.

Greg hangs his head and releases the bullhorn. Jack tosses it 
into the dugout.

JACK 
All right coaches let's get ready 
to mess with some young minds and 
build some strong bodies.
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He turns and watches a Keystone Cops version of Little 
League. 

JACK 
Everyone hustle on in.

Everyone hustles in except CHRIS 'MOOSE' KNIGHT (13) large 
and slow.

JACK (CONT’D) 
Moose! Hustle is a tad faster than 
that.

Moose picks up the pace without any increase in speed. Soon 
enough they all gather round.

JACK 
Listen up.

Jack catches BRYAN CATER(12) looking off to the side.

JACK 
Eyes front!

After a slight delay Bryan looks to Jack.

JACK 
Who’s our...

Jack sees Bryan’s eye’s drift to the side.

JACK 
Excuse me. What part of eyes 
forward did you not get?

GREG
Coach, that’s Bryan. He’s deaf.

JACK
That’s great.

Jack turns to see who Bryan is looking at. LIZA CATER (18) 
athletic with tan arms that blur as she signs.

JACK 
We can’t have this.

RANDALL
League says we have to play him.

Jack takes a few steps toward Liza; his hands on his hips.
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JACK
Are you going to be there for every 
practice and game?

Liza walks up to him. Puts her hands on her hips.

LIZA
Yeah. Is that a problem.

JACK
That doesn’t work for me.

LIZA
Why not.

JACK
Distracting.

LIZA
Distracting?

JACK
Would you mind...

Jack looks her up and down. Looks to the parking lot. Looks 
back at her. Her arms are folded. Her right hand against her 
arm is noticeably lighter.

JACK 
Would you like to coach?

LIZA
Sure.

Jack extends his hand. Liza takes it. He pulls hers closer to 
him and eyes the white skin.

JACK
Play much?

LIZA
Some.

JACK
Hmm, Lefty.

LIZA
I prefer Southpaw. It suits my 
genteel persuasion.

JACK
Mind teaching the kids to sign?
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LIZA
Signing is a third base coach job.

Jack turns to the team.

JACK
Team. Meet your new third base 
coach, Coach Southpaw.

Randall’s shoulders drop.

LIZA
Liza.

JACK
Coach Liza Southpaw

LIZA
Just Liza.

JACK
Coach Just Liza.

Liza lets it go. The kids suppress their giggles. Greg smiles 
at his newest colleague. Liza acknowledges it.

JACK 
Okay, now who's our best player?

The catcher's hand rises up. Jack acknowledges it. Peanut 
pulls off her catcher's mask. Her pony tail falls out. She 
gives it a toss. Jack does a double take.

JACK 
Who's our best player?

PEANUT
Ricky the Rocket.

JACK
And why is that?

PEANUT
Because he's a natural - with a 
rocket arm.

JACK
So, he's a natural. What about 
y'all?

PEANUT
We suck.
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The other players nod in agreement. RICKY LEDUKE (14) puffs 
his chest out and displays his right arm.

JACK
That? I'll bet ... ?

He looks at Peanut.

PEANUT
Patricia - Patty - they call me, 
Peanut.

JACK
I'll bet four laps around the 
outfield Peanut here can out-throw 
Rocket arm.

RICKY
No way!

JACK
Gentlemen-and woman, grab a ball.

They each grab a ball. Ricky rears back. Jack stops him.

JACK 
Please. Ladies first.

RICKY
Fine. Whatever.

Peanut steps up and heaves a ball into right field.

RICKY 
That's all you got?

JACK
That should be plenty. Now it's 
your turn. Let's get you in 
position.

In one smooth move Jack grabs Ricky's belt and sweeps his 
legs out from under him and plops his butt on the ground with 
his feet out in front.

RICKY
Why do I have to sit.

JACK
The bet was against your arm. You 
shouldn't need these.

Ricky awkwardly heaves his best shot but it barely clears the 
infield.
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JACK 
Guys! To throw ... throw well ... 
you have to 'throw' your body into 
it. I saw a lot of you just using 
your arm.

Jack helps Ricky up.

JACK 
Peanut said you were a natural. 
News break, people. There's very 
little that we humans do that is 
natural. We have to learn pretty 
much everything.

Jack paces like Patton before his troops.

JACK 
Potty training! Do you know how 
long that took before you became 'a 
natural'.

There are giggles.

JACK 
And yet here you are - natural 
poopers. And why is that?

MOOSE
Because they don't make diapers in 
my size?

JACK
Actually, they do  No, you're 
naturals because your parents took 
the time and energy; had the love 
and patience to teach you - 
otherwise you'd be like those poop 
flinging monkeys on YouTube. Now, 
that's natural.

The kids have fun with this image. Jack gives it a minute.

JACK 
English! Do you know how hard a 
language it is?

MIGUEL (13) raises his hand. DAVE (14) laughs.

DAVE
Yeah, Miguel, your English sucks.
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JACK
Says the kid who only knows one 
language.

Dave hangs his head. Jack puts his arm around Ricky.

JACK 
Ricky here, throws great ... and 
you do; I saw you out there ... but 
it isn't natural. You grew up 
throwing.

Quizzical looks from the players.

JACK 
Yes. Its true. I'll bet when his 
momma served him broccoli he threw 
it in her face.

Ricky looks embarrassed.

JACK 
When he got a toy he didn't like he 
threw it across the room.

Ricky - guilty.

JACK 
He couldn't pass by a nice, smooth, 
shiny rock without picking it up 
and tossing it through a window or 
at a bird or a mailbox.

Ricky - a feigned look of innocence.

JACK 
He taught himself how to throw. He 
just wasn't very thorough.

RICKY
I'm a lot better than they are.

JACK
Want to go double or nothing?

Ricky cautiously tilts his head to one side.

JACK 
I tell you what. I'll give you four 
pitches. For every one that's a 
strike you get a four lap credit. 
But, if you don't throw a single 
strike, you're out as pitcher.
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RICKY
Four shots to get one strike? 
Simple stuff.

JACK
All right, Greg, you catch and call 
strikes or balls. Feel free to be 
generous.

Greg hustles toward home plate. Ricky struts toward the 
mound.

JACK 
Oh, Ricky, one thing. Here, use my 
glove.

Jack tosses a left-hander's glove to Ricky.

RICKY
I'm not a stupid lefty.

JACK
You are now. I don't see anything 
wrong with your left arm. Shouldn't 
be a problem for a 'natural'.

A few players give encouraging gestures but most smile 
broadly.

JACK 
Of course, If you don't think you 
can...

Ricky and Jack exchange stares. Ricky throws his glove to the 
ground and puts on Jack's 'lefty'.

His strut turns into a stubborn march as he approaches the 
mound.

An awkward windup. A ‘girly’ release. His first pitch dives 
into the dirt a yard forward and left of the plate.

GREG
Ball one!

Greg pulls the ball from his mitt and whips it back to Ricky 
who manages to knock it down with the lefty glove.

JEERS and HECKLES from the players. Jack, arms crossed, 
quiets them with a hand gesture.

The next pitch sails high over Greg's head but, with a quick 
leap, he catches it.
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GREG 
Ball two!

The player’s jeers are no longer audible but Ricky notes 
their gesturing. Jack makes a subtle twist of the torso 
towards the team and they freeze.

Determined, Ricky eyes the catcher's mitt. The windup is not 
as awkward as before. The ball sails wide right but Greg 
corrals it without getting up.

GREG 
Ball three!

A small smile creeps onto Ricky's face. Jack acknowledges it 
with a smile of his own. The team is silent and motionless.

Ricky goes into his last windup, a lot smoother, and let's 
loose. It gets away from him and slams into the visitor 
dugout like a pinball from hell.

GREG 
Uh, that would be BALL FOUR.

Greg hustles back to the group. Ricky with angered steps 
rejoins his teammates

JACK
Well, the good news is: Now ... you 
all suck. Ricky, here, because he's 
starting over ... using his left 
hand.

RICKY
Do I get to keep the glove?

Jack nods.

JACK
And y'all because, now, you start 
learning how to become 'naturals'.

Jack displays a broad smile.

JACK 
And it's going to be just as hard 
for you as it will be for Ricky ... 
and just as fun.

Ricky accepts his challenge while the other players 
acknowledge the possibility that they have potential.

JACK 
Ricky, you owe me four. Pay up.
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He motions to the base path.

JACK 
And you guys, for not being one 
hundred percent behind your 
teammate ... you owe me eight.

Sighs abound as the team heads off. Ricky finishes his laps.

Jack motions him over, places a hand on his shoulder, and 
they talk as the others watch and run. Moose gets lapped by 
everyone.

As the team finishes Jack sends Ricky off with a pat on the 
butt.

EXT. BALLFIELD - LATER

Practice is over. Equipment is being gathered.

JACK
Okay, everybody, I want you here an 
hour earlier tomorrow. I have my 
own personal training video you 
need to watch.

The TEAM, to a man, moans.

INT. VISITOR DUGOUT - DAY

Peanut is retrieving ball 'four'. Jack leans in.

JACK
You're not planning on making any 
more videos of me are you?

Peanut looks somewhere between shocked and embarrassed.

PEANUT
Oh, ... uh ... -

JILL (O.C.)
You taking care of my little girl?

Jack turns to see JILL WHEELER (mid 30's) Smartly dressed but 
more than capable of slipping back into that cheerleader 
outfit of yesteryear.

JACK
She can take care of herself. I'm 
just coaching some baseball.
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Jack straightens Peanut’s cap as she exits the dugout and 
takes off to return the ball to the equipment bag.

JACK 
She has your legs, Mrs. Wheeler.

JILL
And her father's eyes.

JACK
Well, nobody's perfect.

JILL
You used to think I was.

JACK
That changed when you dumped me for 
Eddie.

JILL
I didn't dump you. And FYI: 
Breaking up by e-mail - not so 
classy.

JACK
You're the one who wanted out.

JILL
I didn't want out. Baseball pushed 
me out.

JACK
And into Eddie Wheeler's arms?

JILL
Clutches more like it.

Jill transitions into flirt mode.

JILL 
One little mistake and you don't 
love me anymore?

JACK
The part of me that's eighteen will 
always love you. Of course, that's 
a very small part, now.

JILL
It wasn't such a small part at the 
class reunion fifteen years ago.

JACK
I blame that on the alcohol.
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JILL
But the wreck you blame on ...

Jack gives a big exhale.

JACK
Brakes. Bad brakes.

JILL
Brakes?

JACK
Actually, the only thing I remember 
about that night: Tequila, trees 
and Trans Ams don't mix.

JILL
Crashed your car, crunched your 
knee and crushed your Major League 
hopes. That's all you remember?

JACK
I seem to remember crappy brakes.

JILL
You keep saying that but the only 
proof that night was the 'proof' 
you blew into that Breathalyzer.

JACK
Well, that 'proof' convinced me to-

He pulls out a chain with a fourteen year Al-Anon pendant 
which he presents and a woman's high school class ring that 
he palms, poorly.

JILL
Fourteen years.

She pries back a finger and the ring slides down the chain.

JILL 
You said you lost it.

JACK
The only lie I ever told you. 
What's Eddie's tally?

JILL
Not counting the ones about you - 
in court?

Jill, a wistful look, snaps out of it.
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JILL 
Doesn't matter. Too many to count.

JACK
Will you and Eddie be at the parent 
meeting tonight?

JILL
Uh, no. We can’t ... uh, make it. 
PATTY! Let's go.

EXT. 24 HR RESTAURANT - NIGHT

The parking lot is full. The diner is packed.

INT. 24 HR RESTAURANT - NIGHT

In progress, a meeting with PARENTS. Jack, Buck, and Randall 
are up front; Benson in back. A SOCCER MOM in the middle of a 
tirade.

SOCCER MOM
I can't believe my husband signed 
this! You must need money badly.

She waves her copy of the contract at Jack.

JACK
Not money - commitment.

DAVE’S DAD (40’s), engineer type, rises.

DAVE'S DAD
That's a boat load of commitment.

JACK
When a kid joins a team he puts the 
needs of the team ahead of his own. 
He is committed to the team. The 
team is committed to the league. 
The league is committed to 
baseball. Baseball is committed to 
the kid - the kid in all of us.

DAVE'S DAD
You doubt our commitment?

JACK
I’ll be doing some things you might 
not like.
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DAVE'S DAD
Like what?

SOCCER MOM
Like cussing!

JACK
I don't cuss.

SOCCER MOM
Shi-i-...

RANDALL
Like not letting Ricky pitch.

DAVE'S DAD
Why isn't Ricky pitching. He's damn 
good.

Randall puffs out his proud daddy chest.

JACK
He's too good. He'd turn our 
fielders into a team of spectators. 
Ricky would be great. But your 
kids, the team, would suffer.

DAVE'S DAD
We’d suffer through a few wins.

JACK
Yes, you'd have a few victories but 
your kids, would lose out on the 
joy of playing baseball.

RANDALL
When did losing become a joy?

JACK
It’s going to be rough at first but 
they are not going to be losers ... 
No matter what the win/loss record 
says.

Parents grumble.

SOCCER MOM
And what about the cursing.

JACK
I don’t cuss.

SOCCER MOM
The video says otherwise.
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RANDALL
We’re getting an injunction-

JACK
No. We’re not. The video makes me 
look-

BUCK
Like a manly man unafraid of-

SOCCER MOM
Bullying little kids.

Jack points to Soccer Mom.

JACK
Exactly! The video makes me, 
Cracker Jack Jones, look like a 
pathetic, sad, egotistical bully. 
I’m glad it went viral. I hope 
every coach in America sees it. I 
hope they realize how stupid - how 
ridiculous they look trying to 
impress kids with their foul-

(small snort)
Manly? What a joke.

DAVE'S DAD
And y'all are okay with an 
alcoholic coaching our kids.

PARENTS
What?

JACK
I'm not an alcoholic.

DAVE'S DAD
That's not what your fourteen year 
Alcoholic Ignominious pendant says.

Jack places his hand over the pendant, hesitates, then casts 
a quizzical look at Eddie.

JACK
It's Alcoholics Anonymous.

DAVE'S DAD
In small town, USA - It's 
Ignominious.

JACK
AA is a support group-
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DAVE'S DAD
You were court ordered to attend-

JACK
For six weeks-

DAVE'S DAD
After your DUI-

JACK
Which was when I decided to stop 
drinking.

DAVE'S DAD
And how does that not make you an 
alcoholic?

JACK
Because ... because it was too easy 
for me to quit. When I saw how hard 
good men and women struggled with 
their addiction I knew, for me, it 
was just a choice. A bad choice. 
One I chose to change.

DAVE'S DAD
And for fourteen years?

JACK
It's a support group. I'm there to 
offer support. An arm. A shoulder. 
A couch. A ride.

EXT. 24 HR RESTAURANT - NIGHT

The meeting continues. Jack exits-alone.

INT. EDDIE’S DEN - NIGHT

Jill catches Eddie watching a tape of Jack’s first day of 
practice off a feed from a grainy stadium security cam.

Quickly she hands him a beer.

EDDIE
No girls, but-

(shakes his head)
Might as well be.

JILL
It’s not against league rules.
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EDDIE
It's against Nature's rules.

Jill steps between him and the monitor as Peanut comes into 
the frame. The light filters through her nightgown.

JILL
What diff- Come to bed.

EDDIE
Why?

JILL
I know we’re no longer lovers-

EDDIE
We were never lovers. You’re a 
trophy wife. A trophy I stole.

JILL
Stole?

EDDIE
Jack never wrote those 'Dear Jill' 
emails. I hacked his account.

JILL
You-

EDDIE
I always wondered if you kept them 
because you couldn't believe them 
or because you still loved him.

JILL
Why are you telling me this.

EDDIE
Because your 'true love' is a 
disgraced, unemployed alcoholic who 
cusses out his players. You can't 
go back to him.

JILL
And why not?

EDDIE
Because he's already a loser. And 
you've got too much to lose. This 
house, your dance studio, oh, and 
let's not forget the kids.

JILL
You think the kids would pick you?
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EDDIE
They don't get to pick. No, the 
courts would have to decide between 
moi, a respected businessman, and 
an abusive drunk. Hmm, tough 
choice.

Jill marches out. Slams the door. The tv shows static.

JILL (O.S.)
Augh!

Eddie smiles.

EDDIE
“... to hear the lamentation of 
their women.”

INT. CLUBHOUSE - DAY

The room is set up for video. The team is assembled and 
milling about. Jack enters carrying a bag full of videos.

JACK
Okay, we have some fine training 
videos here. Let's see. ... We have 
"The Importance of Proper Hitting" 
- Oh! A six DVD set. Hmm, hitting 
must be important.

He tosses it to Benson.

JACK 
Let me know how it ends.

Jack picks through some more titles.

JACK 
"First Baseman Basics" ... 
"Pitching for Perfection" ... "The 
Art of Catching" - catchy title. 
Catch!

He tosses all three to Randall. Randall attempts to catch all 
three. Catches none.

JACK 
Coaches make sure those are 
available to anyone who wants to 
check them out.

He rummages about some more.
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JACK 
"Idiots Guide to Infielding"? 
"Dugouts for Dummies? How did those 
get in here?

He tosses them at a waste basket. CLUNK - bull's-eye one.

CLUNK - bull's-eye two. The team giggles. Jack looks stern.

JACK 
I don't coach idiots. But, 
apparently, some idiot has been 
coaching you.

All eyes dart to Randall.

JACK 
Yesterday was a woeful display of 
basics. Today we start over.

Jack holds up a DVD case titled: "Cracker Jack Cracks the 
Whip"

JACK 
This is my own personal training 
video. It is two hours and six 
minutes long.

The team groans. A stern-faced Jack asserts his authority.

JACK 
You will watch this film. We will 
coach the techniques. You will 
learn the basics.

Randall and Benson thumbs up this tough approach.

Jack tosses the CD case to Greg. Greg opens the CD case.

GREG
Uh, coach?

JACK
Play it!

Greg slides the CD into the player.

ON SCREEN: Opening credits for 'KARATE KID' (1984).

INT. CLUBHOUSE - LATER

The players are animated and doing Karate Kid moves. Greg 
walks up to Jack, gives him the DVD and a smile.
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JACK
Okay settle down. Do we have any 
'Star Wars' fans?

Six proud geek hands go up.

JACK 
Good! These six get to start with 
batting practice.

The Six express delight. The others moan.

JACK 
Coaches, I'll not have any 'dummies 
in the dugout'. I want every one of 
these kids to learn how to score a 
game.

Jack pulls out six scorecard books and gives two to each 
coach.

JACK 
Grab two players. You have thirty 
minutes. Peanut, you're with me. 
Let's go guys.

INT. HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS

THE SIX, (Dave, Moose, CHIP (14), Marcus, Skip and Ricky) 
ahead of Jack and Peanut, exit to the field. Jack stops and 
turns to Peanut.

JACK
Your dad's letting you play? 
Letting me coach you?

PEANUT
He thinks he signed me up for 
pompom squad.

JACK
And when he finds out.

PEANUT
Oh, he'll be mad as hell. But not 
mad enough to cut you a ten 
thousand dollar check.

JACK
For now you'd like to stay hidden 
behind all that catcher's gear?
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PEANUT
For as long as I can.

They exchange a smirk.

EXT. BALLFIELD - CONTINUOUS

Jack and Peanut, on the pitching mound with a bulky sack at 
his feet. A bat sticks out. Six similar sacks are lined up 
before him.

JACK
Grab a bag. Pull out your bat.

Dave, Moose, Chip, Marcus, Sam and Ricky rush to their bags 
and pull out a wooden bat. A baseball has been painted on the 
ends of the bats. The players grouse about wooden bats as 
they gather around Jack.

DAVE
Can't we have aluminum?

MOOSE
I want aluminum.

CHIP
Wood sucks.

JACK
Wood is ... "not as clumsy or 
random as a-luminum. An elegant 
bat, for a more civilized age."

THE SIX recognize the Obi Wan Kenobi quote. Their eyes widen.

Jack makes a subtle hand gesture.

JACK 
You don't need aluminum bats here.

MOOSE
We don't need aluminum bats here.

Another hand gesture.

JACK
These are the bats you're looking 
for.

MOOSE
These are the bats we're looking 
for.
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PEANUT
(deep voice)

You can go about your business.

MOOSE
We can go-

JACK
Okay, moving right along. Get out 
your batting helmets.

THE SIX grab their bags and pull out Darth Vader designed 
batting helmets.

THE SIX
Cool!

JACK
Put your helmets on ...

THE SIX lift up their helmets.

JACK 
... backwards.

THE SIX
We won't be able to see anything.

JACK
Remember a Jedi can feel the force 
flowing through him. Grab your bat. 
Let go your conscious self. Your 
eyes can deceive you. Don't trust 
them. Stretch out with your 
feelings. Feel the bat. Be the bat.

PEANUT
(to Jack)

Different movie, coach.

JACK
(to Peanut)

It's about to get worse.

Jack takes a bat and Darth Vader helmet out of his bag.

EXT. PITCHER'S MOUND - LATER

Jack removes his helmet. Walks up to Peanut.

JACK
So, why'd you lie.
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PEANUT
I didn't lie. The "truth, the whole 
truth, and nothing but the truth" 
is a joke. You can only tell them 
what they let you tell them.

JACK
Not that. Yesterday, when you said 
you suck. Girl, you got mad skills.

PEANUT
I was trying to fit in. Why didn't 
your lawyer cross-examine me. I 
would have told the truth.

JACK
I know. But a girl shouldn't be 
made to call her dad a liar.

PEANUT
But I would have.

JACK
I know. It’s just ... I refuse to 
put you in that position.

He smiles a knowing smile.

JACK 
Get the rest of the team.

EXT. BALLFIELD - MOMENTS LATER

Peanut exits the clubhouse and runs to the mound. The players 
and their coaches approach the infield to see Jack at the 
base of the mound, and a chorus line of Vaders along the 
first base line with their helmets on properly.

JACK
(In his best Miyagi voice)

Coaches! Assign Jedi-san to a 
Vader.

The coaches pair them up.

JACK 
(Miyagi voice)

Jedi-san! Your glove is your 
shield. Prepare to defend self. 
Catch bat.

Jack takes one last look across the ranks. Turns to Peanut.
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JACK 
Jedi-san! Paint the fence. UP!

Jack slowly stabs his bat at the air above Peanut's head.

JACK 
Nya-nya-nya-nya-nya...

She slowly catches it. He salutes her with his bat. They bow, 
eyes locked. Peanut assumes a fielder's defensive position.

JACK 
Paint the fence. DOWN!

He slowly stabs the bat into the area between her feet.

JACK 
Nya-nya-nya-nya-nya...

She slowly bends to one knee and 'catches' it. He salutes.

They bow. Peanut assumes the position.

JACK 
Vaders!

(mimics slow motion voice)
Paint the fence. UP!

VADERS
Nya-nya-nya-nya-nya...

They move in slow motion. The Jedi-san, with some adjusting 
by their coaches, find their proper position.

JACK
Vaders!

(mimics slow motion voice)
Paint the fence. DOWN!

Again, in slow motion, they replicate Jack as the Jedi-san 
mimic Peanut right down to the salute, bow, and position.

JACK 
Jedi-san! Wax ON.

He demonstrates again with a slow lunge to Peanut's right.

She makes a crossover step and back hands the catch.

The salute. The bow. The position.

JACK 
Jedi-san! Wax OFF.
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He demonstrates again with a slow lunge to Peanut's left. She 
catches it. The salute. The bow. The position.

JACK 
Vaders! Wax ON.

The Vaders' 'slow motion' picks up a notch as they stab 
right.

VADERS
Nya-nya-nya-nya-nya...

JEDI-SAN
(in slow motion voice)

Wax on!

Catching on they catch the bats.

JACK
Wax OFF.

The Vaders pick up the pace slightly.

VADERS
Nya-nya-nya-nya-nya...

JEDI-SAN
(in slow motion voice)

Wax off.

SUPER: "TWO WEEKS LATER"

Jack, on the pither's mound, barks orders. 

JACK
Positions!

Six pairs of players line up on the infield base paths. The 
'batters' face Jack. Peanut, on the mound faces Jack.

JACK 
Wax on!

On cue they start, slowly. But the pace quickens.

JACK 
Wax off! Wax on! Wax off! 

Jack uses his bat like a orcherstra conductor. Peanut corrals 
each stab. The team does likewise.

And the Ballet begins. Like a well choreographed dance team 
the players go through the drill.
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The players exhange places and do it again. There are few 
misses as the team enjoys discovering their newfound 
dexterity.

INT. PRESS BOX - DAY

Jack and Benson drink coffee and watch Greg hit balls to the 
players. Randall at the Public Address mic.

The CRACK of a bat.

RANDALL
Wax on!

Bryan makes the correct move. Liza signs: "Good job!"

RANDALL 
Why am I telling a deaf kid what to 
do?

JACK
Part of the team - part of the 
process.

BENSON
Man, when you played that Karate 
Kid movie. I thought, "What the fu-

JACK
No cussing -- ever.

RANDALL
Yeah, right.

The CRACK of a bat.

RANDALL 
Sand the floor!

Randall stiffens to Jack's icy stare.

RANDALL 
Right, coach! No cussing - ever.

JACK
So, who are our four youngest?

RANDALL AND BENSON
Scott the Spa-z-z-

The CRACK of a bat.
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RANDALL 
(into the mic)

Wax off! Oh, so close, Will. Greg, 
they're all yours.

Benson swallows hard.

BENSON
Uh ... Scott Spazinski.

He points to the right fielder.

RANDALL
Marcus.

BENSON
Will.

He points to second base.

RANDALL
And Bryan.

JACK
Good, that's our pitching staff.

BENSON
You're shi-- kidding, right?

RANDALL
What about Ricky?

JACK
Ricky has right field.

RANDALL
That's where we send all the 
losers.

JACK
I don't have losers on my team. 
Randall, Ricky has excellent 
mechanics. You taught him well.

RANDALL
I taught him everything I know.

JACK
That's good to hear. Our pitchers 
could use some help.

RANDALL
I'd be happ-
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JACK
I'm thinking it'll help Ricky with 
his 'lefty' conversion if he 
assists the pitching coach.

RANDALL
That will be grea-

JACK
Benson, Ricky will assist you.

RANDALL
Son of a B - B ... Benson?

BENSON
(grinning)

Rule number one: Coaches don't -
EXT. BALLFIELD - DAY

Two teams are lined up on their respective baselines. SECOND 
BASE UMPIRE (20'S) lean and athletic and PLATE UMPIRE (60's) 
thick-headed and thick-waisted stand on the mound with hats 
over hearts.

The Star Spangled Banner plays over the PA system.

On the scoreboard: "Welcome to Jackson Little League Opening 
Day! Bank of  Jackson - Buck-a-neers: 0. Mathnasium A's: 0. 
Inning: 1. Strikes: 0 Balls: 0 Outs: 0.

The song ends.

PLATE UMPIRE
Play ball.

SERIES OF SHOTS - FIELDING WITH THE FORCE

Moose at first base makes a 'wax on' catch to his right.

Dave at third makes a wax off catch to his left.

Final score: Buck-e-neers: 2  - A's: 0

INT. 24 HOUR RESTAURANT - DAY

Jack and SKIP MEEKS(13)seated in a booth across from Skip’s 
parents, Benson and his wife PENNY(35), an Amazon. Jill, with 
her back to Jack is sipping coffee with another woman in the 
next booth.

JACK
I have a problem with Skip.
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Jack flips his laptop around to show scenes of Skip in Center 
field. The woman with Jill watches, impressed.

JACK 
I don’t need a dancer in the 
outfield.

Skip does a sissonne, a pirouette, and a pas de bourrée.

JACK 
Really? A pas de bourrée?

Benson jumps at the opening.

BENSON
I’m not paying ten thou if you kick 
him off the team.

JACK
I don’t want to kick him off the 
team. But he doesn’t want to be 
here. He wants to dance.

Jack looks to the father.

JACK 
You-

Benson eyes dart toward his wife. Jack furrows his eyebrows 
and looks to the wife.

JACK 
You? You want him to play ball.

PENNY
I have a wimp for a husband. I 
don’t want my son to be one.

He looks to the dad.

JACK
You want him to dance?

BENSON
I want him to be happy.

JACK
(to Penny)

Do you have any idea how hard dance 
is?

Jack motions for Jill's guest to join them. Blithe and sleek, 
she glides over to their table.
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JACK 
I like to introduce you to-

SKIP
Sheryl Gisselle. 

SHERYL GISSELLE (36) nods at the recognition.

SHERYL
My good friend, Mrs. Wheeler, has 
asked me to hold a spot for you 
this Fall at-

SKIP
The School of American 
Ballet!

SHERYL 
The School of American 
Ballet.

JILL
There is an audition procedure.

Skips eyes widen.

SKIP
Tell me when and where.

JACK
I’m the when and the where.

Puzzled looks from the Meeks.

JACK 
If you can’t focus, concentrate and 
make it on the ballfield you won’t 
make it on the dance floor. No more 
dancing in the outfield.

SKIP
I promise, coach.

SHERYL
The outfield is no place for a 
dancer.

JACK
I agree. What about here?

Jack punches a few keys on his laptop.

They watch a montage of ballet-like moves at shortstop by MLB 
players.

SHERYL
If you can do that-
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JILL
Never said baseball was easy. 

JACK
But she’ll be a lot more demanding 
than me.

JILL
Yeah, he’s the easy one.

They exchange a glance. Jack recovers,

JACK
If I don’t get one hundred percent, 
you lose your spot.

SKIP
A hundred and ten percent, coach.

AT THE EXIT

Jack holds the door for Skip and Penny. He stops Benson.

JACK
So, what did you want to be?

BENSON
Architect.

INT. DUGOUT - DAY

The players exit to the field. Jack holds Skip back.

JACK
You know, you’re going to take a 
lot of ribbing for wanting to be a 
dancer. This might help.

Jack slips him a bag. Skip peeks inside.

SKIP
Embrace the fufu?

EXT. INFIELD - MOMENTS LATER

Skip darts out onto the field sporting a black and orange 
tutu. A series of ballet like catches and misses and some 
twirling and throwing ensue.
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INT. DUGOUT - LATER

Jack seated on the bench with a clipboard. Players form a 
line. Jack processes a few of them. He comes to Skip. He eyes 
the tutu.

JACK
Size?

SKIP
Medium

JACK
Number?

SKIP
Two-two.

Jack, head down, smiles.

JACK
You got it.

SKIP
You know it, coach.

EXT. BALLFIELD - DAY

ON THE MOUND

Benson and Ricky are giving pointers to, MARCUS, WILL, SCOTT, 
and Bryan.

IN THE DUGOUT

Jack watches each player throw a pitch or two. He walks onto 
the field

ON THE MOUND

Jack approaches.

JACK
So, how's our lefty doing?

BENSON
He's coming along. Wouldn't 
surprise me if he's still not our 
best pitcher by season end.
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JACK
Wouldn't surprise me a bit. But I 
got plans for him.

He gives Ricky a wink.

JACK 
Greg!

Greg comes runs over from supervising the Karate Kid/Star 
Wars warm-ups.

GREG
Yeah, coach?

JACK
I need to see what kind of range 
the kid has. Ricky! I want you in 
center field.

RICKY
Center field? Dad said you were 
going to stick me in right field.

JACK
No, I said you GOT right field. 
You're just going to GET it from 
center field. Here...

Jack takes Greg's bat and draws a diamond. He makes a line 
from home plate through second base and beyond. He draws a 
line from third base through second base and beyond. He stabs 
the bat into the middle of the newly formed angle.

JACK 
Here's your starting position. You 
can start anywhere in this angle. 
The closer to center the better. Go 
on out there and get in your 
defensive position.

Ricky takes off in a sprint.

JACK 
Peanut!

Peanut runs up from her warm-up spot. Jack whispers in her 
ear and she heads out to the outfield.

JACK 
Ricky! Peanut will be your backup. 
I'll bet you five laps she catches 
more of your fly balls than you.
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IN CENTER FIELD

Ricky gets in the ready position. Peanut, a few yards 
directly behind also assumes the ready position. Ricky turns 
to check her out. She smiles a friendly smile.

RICKY
You're on, coach.

Jack gives Greg a nod. Greg pops one out to left field. Ricky 
races after it. Peanut rises from her ready position and 
watches. Ricky makes a spectacular catch.

RICKY 
Some back-up you are.

PEANUT
I didn't think you needed me on the 
easy ones.

A wicked little smile.

Ricky huffs and returns to his ready position.

AT HOME PLATE

Greg tosses another up. CRACK! The ball goes to straight-a-
way center. Again Ricky chases after it and Peanut watches 
him catch it.

AT CENTER FIELD

RICKY
Plan on standing there all day?

Another smile, less wicked - more knowing.

AT HOME PLATE

Jack gives Greg a sign.

IN CENTER FIELD

Ricky returns to his ready position. Peanut, a few yards 
directly behind, also assumes the ready position. Ricky turns 
to check her out.
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ON THE MOUND

Jack signals Peanut.

IN CENTER FIELD

Peanut gets the sign from Jack; gives Ricky a friendly smile.

He turns back toward home. She turns and gets in a sprinter's 
stance facing right field.

AT HOME PLATE

Greg tosses the ball up.

IN CENTER FIELD

Peanut takes off to right field.

AT HOME PLATE

CRACK! Greg hits a fly ball to right field.

IN CENTER FIELD

Ricky finds the ball and takes off. Peanut zeros in on the 
ball and gets in position. Ricky makes a leap for the ball 
and misses by a few feet. Peanut, flatfooted, makes the 
catch.

PEANUT
Here, Rocket Arm, toss this back to 
coach.

The scene is repeated.

PEANUT 
Looks like it's two - two, Rocket.

AT HOME PLATE

Jack gives Greg a nod. Greg tosses the ball in the air.

IN CENTER FIELD

Ricky turns to see Peanut has already taken off.
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CRACK of the bat.

IN RIGHT FIELD

Ricky finds the ball and takes an angle for the corner. He 
watches Peanut dives for the ball but come up empty. He 
chases down the ball. Peanut gets up and dusts herself off.

RICKY
Your little cheat didn't help on 
this one.

He tosses the ball to Peanut. Peanut throws the ball in.

They return to their positions.

AT HOME PLATE

Greg tosses the ball into the air and pops it high and right 
at the two fielders.

IN CENTER FIELD

Ricky's eyes widen. He backpedals immediately.

RICKY
MINE! MINE! MINE!

Ricky, focused on the fly ball, backpedaling straight for 
Peanut. At the last second, Peanut pivots on her right foot, 
like a swinging door, and watches Ricky catch the ball in 
front of her.

RICKY 
Three - two, sucker. The easiest 
one of all and you let me catch it.

PEANUT
You called it.

RICKY
You should have fought for it.

Peanut gives a knowing smile and shrugs.

PEANUT
Why? We're on the same team.

She runs off toward home plate. He follows.
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AT HOME PLATE

JACK
All rightie then. Looks like you 
owe me five laps, Ricky.

RICKY
No way, coach. It was three to two.

JACK
I'll give you credit for the last 
one. That was close.

RICKY
Close? That was the easiest

PEANUT
You're welcome.

RICKY
What about that first one? The one 
in left field.

JACK
That was a spectacular catch. But 
it was left field's ball; not 
yours... and the other one was 
center field's ball. The only balls 
that you had to catch you didn't. 
That makes it two - zip. Two - one 
if you want to count that last one.

Ricky rolls his eyes.

JACK 
You owe me five laps. Now if you'd 
like to make it double or noth-

RICKY
No thanks. No more bets for me.

JACK
Good idea. Gambling - nasty habit.

PEANUT
Especially when the odds are in the 
house's favor.

Jack smiles.

PEANUT 
I like the defense, coach. Except, 
there’s no way Ricky could have 
gotten that home run.
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JACK
Well, kid, the house has to let’em 
win once in a while or they'll quit 
playing. A big win gets the others 
trying harder and harder. Gets us a 
ton of easy grounders and flies.

INT. DUGOUT - DAY

A little league game in progress. The All-State All Stars 
have the field. Marcus is the runner on second and CARL (14) 
is on first.

Jack studies the ASAS PITCHER. He winds up then throws as 
hard as he can.

PLATE UMPIRE(O.S.)
Ball three!

SCOTT (O.S.)
Bottom of the first. Still 
scoreless. Three balls and no 
strikes. One more and the bases are 
loaded.

Jack looks at SCOTT a geeky kid using a bat as a mic. Jack 
smiles and exits the dugout.

SCOTT 
Miguel, the 'Merry Mex' is on 
second, Carl, 'not ya Strzemski's 
Yastrzemski' is on first. Center 
field sensation Chip 'Ahoy-that's 
my boy', has the deck, and Diamond 
Dave is in the box.

EXT. BALLFIELD - CONT

Jacks heads for the mound.

JACK
Time!

ON THE MOUND.

Jack walks to the mound. Talks to the ASAS pitcher.

The ASAS COACH charges the mound. The Plate Umpire waddles 
up.
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ASAS COACH
Not your team anymore, coach?

UMP
Yeah, coach, what are you doing out 
here?

JACK
Trying to stop this walkathon.

ASAS PITCHER
He told me to take the heat off my 
pitches.

Jack gets the stink-eye from ASAS Coach and a disapproving 
look from the ump.

JACK
It's just a game.

UMP
Tell that to your parents.

JACK
If he backs off a bit and get's it 
anywhere near the plate, call 
strike.

UMP
Your parents give me hell for the 
strikes I do call.

JACK
I see where that might be a 
problem. Okay, I'll fix that. Hey 
Dave! Hey Catch!

Jack motions for them to join them.

Dave and CATCH, a sumo wrestler version of a catcher, join 
the group. Jack puts his hand on Dave's shoulder.

JACK 
Dave, I'm changing our rules. 
Catch, catch the ball without 
moving your feet - it's a strike.

ASAS CATCHER
Cool.

UMP
I can't sanction that.
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JACK
Don't worry, you won't have to.

Jack takes Dave by the shoulders.

JACK 
Use the Force. No ball shall pass.

DAVE
The force is strong within this 
one, master.

Dave and Jack place their hands on his bat. Plate Umpire 
sighs.

AT THE PLATE

Dave taps his cleats with the bat; closes his eyes and feels 
the force of the bat waving it about like a light saber with 
the appropriate sound effect. He stares steely-eyed at the 
pitcher.

The windup.

The pitch.

An obvious ball four but Dave reaches out and taps it foul.

IN THE STANDS

The CROWD reaction is brutal.

CROWD
Idiot! That was a walk. Dave use 
your head!

DAVE’S DAD
Son, What the f ... Focus.

IN THE DUGOUT

Jack signals third base coach, Liza. Liza relays the signal.

Dave nods.

AT THE PLATE

Another windup.

Dave squares off to the bunting position.
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The pitch. Inside ball four, by a long shot. Dave barely gets 
a bat on it and bunts it down the third base line.

UMP
Foul ball! Full count.

IN THE STANDS

Again the crowd razzes Dave. DAVE'S DAD is the most vocal.

DAVE'S DAD
C'mon son use your brain.

IN THE DUGOUT

Jack, again, signals for the bunt. Liza shrugs; relays.

AT THE PLATE

Dave assumes the bunt position.

DAVE'S DAD
You can't bunt with two strikes. 
Foul this one and you're out!

Dave remains steadfast eyeing the pitcher.

The windup. Another obvious ball. Dave stabs at it and the 
ball dies, in fair territory, two feet in front of home. Dave 
races to first. The runners take off.

Catch's eyes widen. He leans forward and falls flat on his 
stomach. Like a fish out of water he tries to swim for the 
ball.

All runners advance safely. The pitcher races in, snaps up 
the ball and covers the already 'covered' home plate. He 
rolls his catcher over with a foot and calls for time.

CHIP steps into the batter's box. Ricky is on-deck.

JACK
Use the force, Chip. Use the force.

Chip swings at each pitch fouls off two but eventually 
strikes out.
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IN THE DUGOUT

JACK
Good cuts, Chip. We get this guy to 
start throwing over the plate and 
you'll do fine.

Ricky digs into the batter's box. Moose goes to the on-deck 
circle. Jack calls time. He goes out to talk to Ricky.

AT THE PLATE

JACK
Bases loaded. I need you to take 
one for the team.

Jack whispers into Ricky's ear. Ricky shakes his head and 
returns to the batter's box.

The first pitch. Obviously a ball. Ricky watches it go by.

UMP
Ball one!

The Buck-a-neer fans applaud the decision and cheer him on.

The second pitch is slightly inside. He leans into it but at 
the last second he sucks in his gut and it sails into the 
catcher's mitt.

UMP 
Ball two!

More encouragement from the crowd.

IN THE DUGOUT

JACK
For the team, Ricky, for the team.

The pitcher goes into his windup and delivers another obvious 
ball. Ricky watches the catcher catch it.

UMP
Ball three! Three and Oh!

Ricky returns to the dugout.

RICKY
Happy, coach?
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JACK
We'll see, Ricky. We’ll see.

UMP
Coach?

Jack shrugs his shoulders.

UMP 
Uh ... Batter's out. Two away.

A group of Buck-a-neer fathers jump out of the stands and go 
over to Jack to give him an earful. He ignores them.

Moose goes to bat. Jack, more for the ASAS coach and the Buck 
parents, yells to Moose.

JACK
Okay, Moose, all pitches are 
strikes. Put some wood on 'em.

The ASAS Coach calls time. He walks to the mound. Talks to 
his pitcher. Turns to go back to his dugout.

ASAS COACH
(to Jack)

Let's play ball!

Jack gives him a thumbs up. Moose digs in. The pitch. Right 
down the middle. CRACK!

A high fly ball to left center. The runners take off. The 
CENTER FIELDER races for the ball.

Moose's celebratory hop, skip, hop home run dance suddenly 
ends as he watches the center fielder make a spectacular 
catch.

Jack leaps out of the dugout.

JACK
That's baseball! That’s the game I 
love! Great catch thirteen. Pitch, 
you're not alone. Trust your 
teammates. Moose! Beautiful shot.

Moose, puzzled and pissed, flings his batter's helmet into 
the dugout.

JACK 
Whoa! Whoa. What's this all about?

MOOSE
I popped up with bases loaded.
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JACK
You didn't 'pop' up. You hit a 
great shot. He made a great catch. 
It happens. That's baseball.

MOOSE
But I let the team down.

JACK
No, you didn't. It was a sacrifice 
fly.

MOOSE
It's not a sacrifice. Nobody 
scored. Nobody advanced.

JACK
The game advanced. You, me - the 
team took one for the game. But now 
... now, we have a game. So, get 
out there and give ‘em a game. It's 
a great game. Enjoy it. Have fun.

EXT. THE SCOREBOARD - DAY

The scoreboard reads:
"Congrats to the 8-3 Buck-a-neers and the 6-5 Allstate All-
Stars.
Bank of Jackson Buck-a-neers: 9
Mathnasium A's: 7. 
Inning: 6 Strikes: 0 Balls: 0 Outs: 3."

INT. CLUBHOUSE - DAY

Jack analyzes three batting orders. Nods his head. Randall, 
Benson, and Greg wait on the verdict.

JACK
Nice work, Greg. You seem to have a 
good eye for evaluating talent.

Greg accepts the praise with a slight nod.

JACK 
Benson, well thought out. I could 
use this.

Benson beams.

JACK 
Randall, still playing favorites 
are we?
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Jacks shakes his head. Randall sulks.

JACK 
Well, let's go down and make it 
official.

INT. HOME DUGOUT - DAY

The players are seated. Liza arranges bats and helmets.

BENSON
We’ve been going over the batting 
order to give us the best shot at 
winning.

JACK
Coach Benson is right.

Jack walks to the end of the dugout and picks up an empty 
equipment bag.

JACK 
And I want you to know every bat is 
important.

Jack on his way back takes the caps off his starters and 
places them in the bag.

JACK 
It doesn’t matter where you are in 
the lineup, First or ninth, your 
bat matters.

He shakes the bag full of caps.

JACK 
First up -

He draws a cap out.

JACK 
- Dave.

Dave jumps for joy.

DAVE
Yes!

JACK
First up bat’s ninth.

Dave bites his lip and sits.
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JACK 
Like I said every spot is 
important. Number eight-

LATER

Dave and Jack sit looking at Dave’s scorebook.

JACK
You might be our best hitter.

DAVE
Does that mean I get to move up the 
lineup.

JACK
No, we’ll still draw for that. I 
was thinking you could show them 
your secret.

DAVE
What’s that?

JACK
I hear you and your dad share an 
engineering gene.

EXT. BALLFIELD - DAY

There are two tarp covered objects at home plate. Jack, the 
team and coaches are assembled. Dave's dad stands next to the 
bigger one. Jack places Dave, Ricky, Peanut and Chip next to 
the other.

JACK
Dave and his dad are here to 
demonstrate the dynamics of snap.

He gestures to the father and son.

JACK 
Gentlemen.

DAVE'S DAD
You guys bat like this.

Dave pulls off the tarp to reveal a small catapult. A 
baseball sits in the ‘cup’.

Dave demos a few shots. The kids squeal and applaud each 
shot.
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DAVE'S DAD 
Nice strong, powerful swings. This 
is how you hit.

The kids congratulate themselves.

DAVE'S DAD 
And yet these three little guys can 
out hit any of you. Yeah, Moose 
even you. And this is why.

He yanks the tarp off an elegant, though smaller than the 
catapult, trebuchet. A baseball sits in its sling.

DAVE'S DAD 
The secret to hitting is in bat 
speed.

He pulls the release and sends the ball sailing past the 
catapult balls.

DAVE'S DAD 
And the secret to bat speed is the 
snap of the wrist.

Dave loads another ball. Peanut pulls the release.

Jack points to the parts of the trebuchet. 

JACK
This is your arm. This is your 
wrist. And the is the bat that 
sends the ball soaring. 

The kids inspect the machines as Dave explains the 
construction.

JACK 
Thanks for the demo.

DAVE'S DAD
No. Thank you...for reconnecting me 
to my son. Most fun we've had in 
years.

EXT. BALLFIELD - DAY

A game in progress. The Buck-a-neers get hit after hit. The 
scoreboard shows a big win over the House of Bombay Indians.
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INT. PRESS BOX - DAY

Jack watches pitching practice.

ON THE MOUND

Benson and Ricky with Buck-a-neers Marcus, Will, Scott and 
Bryan have trouble getting the ball over the plate.

IN THE PRESS BOX

Greg enters with a box.

GREG
It’s here coach.

JACK
Great! Let’s go.

EXT. BALLFIELD - DAY

Jack, with two baskets of balls, and Greg, with package, walk 
to the mound. Jack stops. Greg continues out toward second 
counting off paces.

JACK
How’s it going coach?

BENSON
Still having control issues.

Jack walks behind Scott (on the rubber).

JACK
What’s your target?

SCOTT
The mitt?

JACK
Oh, that’s way too small. I don’t 
think I could hit that.

He grabs Scott by the shoulders and turns him around.

BEHIND SECOND BASE

Greg stands behind a large basket device the size of a 
generous strike zone. The opening of the basket has slit 
panels of fabric with Eddie Wheeler’s face painted on.
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JACK
Now that’s a target.

PLAYERS
Cool. All right! Yeah!

JACK
Punch him on the nose, sock him in 
the eye, stick it in his ear or pop 
him on the jaw; big strike zone.

Jack takes a ball and tosses it at the basket.

JACK 
Right in the kisser! That’s how it 
works. Your job is to get the ball 
in the basket. Don’t need to burn 
it in. Just get it in.

BENSON
Why not put it on home?

JACK
That’s your strike zone, your 
target. You get more misses than 
strikes and you retrieve all the 
misses out there. Scott, you’re up.

Scott throws hard and misses.

JACK 
Go get it.

SCOTT
I don’t get a chance to even it up.

Jack shakes his head.

JACK
Next.

Will steps up and throws a strike. Ball. Strike. Ball. Ball.

JACK 
Fetch.

MARCUS
I’m next.

Marcus throws strike, strike, ball, ball, strike.

JACK
Three strikes. Excellent. To the 
end of the line.
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MARCUS
What about my misses.

JACK
Somebody will be heading out there 
soon enough.

MARCUS
Cool.

INT. WHEELER HOME / EDDIE'S MAN-CAVE - DAY

Eddie, with the box of Jack's trophies at his feet and the 
accompanying note crumpled in one fist, feeds the "Minor 
League Player of the Year Award 2000" trophy into the trash 
compactor. Peanut, her eyes welling, stands defiant.

EDDIE
You thought you could keep this 
from me?

Peanut turns to leave. The noise from the trash compactor 
drowns out Eddie's tirade.

INT. 24 HOUR RESTAURANT - DAY

Jack, Jill and Eddie seated at a booth. Remnants of breakfast 
lay before them.

JACK
Jill showed me the emails I never 
sent. We never broke up. You broke 
it up for us.

EDDIE
Technically, not for you...for me.

JACK
You hacked into our emails.

EDDIE
Technically, not a hack. Remember, 
I set up your email accounts. I 
told you to change your password. 
But did you? No.

Jack and Jill look at each other in disbelief.

JACK
So that's how you got her.
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EDDIE
Technically, I never got her. I 
just got her away from you.

EDDIE 
And fifteen years ago when it 
looked like you were going to take 
her back ... well, I fixed that.

Jill head snaps to Eddie. Their eyes lock. Jack, head down, 
pokes at his breakfast.

JILL
How did you ... ?

EDDIE
I was there. 

JACK
I was drunk.

EDDIE
But she wasn't.

JILL
What did you do?

EDDIE
I fixed the brakes. Well, 
technically I-

Jill slaps him. Hard.

JILL
You tried to kill him.

EDDIE
No, technically I tried to maim 
him.

JACK
You ended my baseball career.

EDDIE
You. You. You. What about my 
baseball career?

JACK
What career? You gave up in the 
sixth grade.
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EDDIE
You picked the only position I ever 
wanted to play.

JACK
Cry me a river. I didn’t pick Jack 
sh-h quat. Who lets kids pick their 
position? Do you?

JILL
No. Technically, he doesn't

JACK
Isn’t the biggest, slowest kid your 
catcher?

EDDIE
So?

JACK
So? I didn’t pick catcher? I hated 
catching.

EDDIE
So why’d you play?

JACK
Because I loved baseball. I made 
the team because I could make that 
throw to second without getting up 
off my fat butt. If it weren’t for 
that I’d have been a fat bat boy.

JILL
Like you were in fifth grade?

JACK
Yeah, when Eddie WAS catcher. But I 
didn’t give up or quit. I stayed 
with it because I love baseball.

JILL
We've cleared that up. 

EDDIE
I still hate you.

Jack rises to leave and spills hot coffee in Eddie's lap.

JACK
Technically, I didn't spill that on 
you. I spilled it on the table. 
Gravity and momentum did the rest.
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Jill’s shock is a sharp contrast to Eddie’s tenseness and 
white knuckles. Jack, hand on the door, hears a plate CRASH. 
He hesitates. Exits. A steaming Jill follows.

AT THE CASHIER

Eddie with trousers stained, the Blue Plate Special all over 
his jacket and pieces of the blue plate in his hair smiles 
broadly as he pays his tab.

INT. CLUBHOUSE - DAY

Jack addresses the team.

JACK
People, something came to me at 
breakfast this morning.

RICKY
What’s that coach?

JACK
We need a DH.

PEANUT
This league doesn’t do DH, coach.

JACK
I’m not talking designated hitter. 
I’m talking Designated Hotshot.

Jack tousles Ricky’s hair. A round of applause.

JACK 
Oh no, we’re not having just one 
DH. We have twelve kids and twenty-
four games left. That means each 
kid gets two games to be the 
hotshot. You get to pick your 
position. Ricky, you can even 
pitch.

MOOSE
Kids get to choose where they play?

JACK
Yep. Look over the schedule. If any 
of you have a particular game, 
maybe one your grandparents, or 
aunt ... or girlfriend -

A group snicker.
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JACK 
-will be at, I’ll see if I can’t 
make you the designated hotshot for 
that game.

EXT. BALLFIELD - DAY

The field is empty except for Scott, on the mound, with a 
basket of balls, throwing furiously at the ‘Eddie’ target and 
missing.

INT. DUGOUT - CONTINUOUS

Peanut on the bench watches. Jack enters, squints at the 
early morning sun, and sits next to Peanut.

PEANUT
You heard?

JACK
Yeah. What’s he doing.

PEANUT
Becoming the great pitcher his dad 
wanted him to be.

JACK
Do we have enough balls.

PEANUT
Nope.

EXT. MOUND - DAY

Like a young Mark ‘The Bird’ Fidrych, Scott is all over the 
mound, talking to the balls, moving dirt around the rubber 
with his hands and throwing viciously but still missing.

LATER

Out of balls Scott plops down and stares at all his misses. 
Jack approaches and picks up the empty basket, flips it over 
and sits.

JACK
Tough day, huh?

SCOTT
I hate my dad for making me play 
this stupid game.
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JACK
I played with your dad in school.

SCOTT
So, I’m guessing he was great.

JACK
We called him Spaz.

Scott’s shakes his head.

SCOTT
I get that a lot.

Jack stands, grabs the basket, steps toward home then turns 
to Scott.

JACK
You remind me of him.

Scott gets up and follows.

SCOTT
Gee, thanks.

JACK
He was never a great pitcher. Oh, 
he was decent. Could get the ball 
over when it counted.

Jack picks up balls and put them the basket.

SCOTT
So why is it so important that I 
play baseball?

Scott kicks balls closer to home plate.

JACK
It’s not. It’s important that you 
do something. He picked baseball 
for you because it saved him.

SCOTT
Saved him from what?

JACK
From being ‘Spaz’ forever.

Scott's attempt to kick another ball results in his stepping 
on it and falling. He dusts himself off.
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SCOTT
Oh, right. Exercise, discipline, 
commitment.

He rises.

JACK
Oh, no, not your dad. He embraced 
‘Spaz’. He did the same crazy stuff 
you were doing just now. It was 
distracting enough to turn an okay 
pitcher into a decent one.

SCOTT
And that saved him?

JACK
Made him realize how much he liked 
being the center of attention. Got 
him into acting.

SCOTT
Acting?

JACK
Junior-senior year. Baseball was 
okay. He liked that it was outdoors 
but-

SCOTT
But he loved acting?

JACK
He liked acting. But...he was 
horrible. It did lead to set design 
and construction. He loved building 
things.

Jack, balls collected, takes the basket back to the mound.

SCOTT
He built this place.

On the mound Jack takes in the stadium.

JACK
Yep, his name not on it but it’s 
all over it.

SCOTT
So why I’m I here.

JACK
To find out what you love.
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SCOTT
I loved my dad.

JACK
I know. And he knew. When’s the 
funeral?

SCOTT
Three o’clock. Tuesday.

JACK
Want to work some more?

SCOTT
Yeah.

JACK
You know, you have a great voice 
for radio.

Jack tosses Scott a ball, fixes his grip and adjusts his 
posture. Scott hits the target.

INT. DUGOUT - DAY

Jack with Ricky beside and Peanut behind them holds Ricky's 
old right-handed glove. The pitching staff (Bryan, Marcus, 
Will, and Scott) stand before them.

JACK
Guys, you've all done a great job 
this season.

MARCUS
But?

JACK
But, we need a win to get to the 
championship and we need to go with 
our best.

SCOTT
We understand, coach.

JACK
Ricky.

Jack hands him his old right-handed glove. "ROCKET" is 
written across the thumb.

RICKY
Thank you, coach. You won't regret 
this.
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Ricky takes a Sharpie and turns 'Rocket' into 'Rocketeers'.

RICKY 
As your pitching coach I dub thee 
the Rocketeers.

Ricky hands the glove to Scott.

RICKY 
You're starting.

JACK
And we don't want you to lose focus 
so -

He pulls Peanut, in her catcher's gear, forward. Air brushed 
on the front of the chest protector is Eddie's face.

MARCUS
They left off his mouth.

Peanut displays her catcher's mitt. It has been painted with 
a big open mouth complete with a big red uvula.

JACK
Peanut! Your turn to be DH. What 
position do you want?

PEANUT
Manager.

JACK
Oh. Okay. Tell you what. You get 
one question. Answer it correctly 
and you get to manage.

Jack and Peanut have a mini stare down.

JACK 
Are you ready?

PEANUT
Yes, I am.

JACK
In nineteen seventy -

RICKY
Is this a second question coach? 
Cause she said she's ready, the 
team is ready. It's game time.

Jack’s jaw drops. He recovers. Smiles
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JACK
Coach, they’re all yours. Make me 
proud.

IN THE STANDS

Jack exits the dugout and spies Jill up in the grandstands.

Randall grabs him.

RANDALL
This is the last game of the 
season. We have to win this to 
qualify for the playoffs.

Benson exits the dugout.

JACK
Then I suggest you give your 
manager your full attention.

BENSON
Too late. We’ve been replaced. The 
pitching staff will rotate as the 
base coaches.

JACK
Well, then I suggest you find a 
good seat and enjoy the game. I 
think I see a seat with my name on 
it.

Jack sprints up the grandstands and slides up to Jill. Buck, 
Randall, and Benson sit behind them.

JACK 
Did you know about this?

JILL
It was my idea.

Jack looks surprised and confused.

JILL 
Her first hotshot shot wasn’t so - 
hot.

JACK
She was fantastic.

JILL
I know. She played her position 
well. But didn’t get many balls.
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JACK
That happens.

JILL
Why'd she picked center field?

JACK
Ricky.

JILL
OH.

JACK
Yeah.

JILL
This time she wanted a position 
she'd really be noticed at. I said, 
“Oh, you want Jack’s position.”

Big Buck, in a panic, rushes up the steps.

BUCK
Jack! Are you crazy?

JACK
Apparently so.`

BUCK
It’s import-

JACK
It’s important for my team to know 
I believe in them. I trust them. I 
trust Peanut. Doesn’t mean they’ll 
win but winning isn’t-

BUCK
The hell it isn’t. If they don’t 
win you won’t get a dime.

JACK
And won’t give a damn.

JILL
Says the man who doesn’t cuss.

Jack feigns a “Moi?” moment.

BUCK
I hope you know what you’re doing.
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JILL
He knows what he’s doing. There’s 
more at stake here than winning a 
silly game.

BUCK
Oh, why don’t you join a league 
that doesn’t keep score?

IN THE DUGOUT - LATER

Peanut looks to the scoreboard

ON THE SCOREBOARD

“Bottom of the sixth. Tan-fastic Rays 6 Buck-a-neers 5. Two 
outs.”

IN THE DUGOUT

Peanut eyes her runners. Skip stands on third. Ricky takes a 
sprinter’s stance on first.

PEANUT
BLUE THIRTY-EIGHT! BLUE THIRTY-
EIGHT! OMAHA! OMAHA!

AT HOME PLATE

Moose moves as far forward in the batters box as he can. He 
lets the first pitch go by. The RAY'S CATCHER and PLATE 
UMPIRE ARE IN POSITION.

PLATE UMPIRE
Strike!

MOOSE
Strike?

Moose is irate. Pointing to the catcher with his bat.

MOOSE 
Even he’ll tell you that was no 
strike.

The Ray’s Catcher taunts Moose with the ball.

RAY’S CATCHER
Right down the middle.
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Moose’s eyes dart toward first. Ricky takes off from his 
sprinter’s position. The catcher fires the ball to second but 
Ricky has already stopped and is walking back to first. Skip 
walks up to home plate.

SKIP
Afraid he’s right, Moose. That was 
a strike. A sacrifice strike.

Skip steps on home plate.

MOOSE
Mister Ump, can I get an RBI on 
that? Run Bluffed In.

PLATE UMPIRE
Uh, safe ... ?

IN THE DUGOUT

PEANUT
OMAHA! PURPLE RAIN! OMAHA!

IN THE STANDS

JACK
That girl has some lungs on her.

JILL
She got those from her mom, too.

BUCK
This ain’t football?

Randall nudges Buck and his eyes dart to Jill’s breasts.

RANDALL
And those aren’t lungs.

Jill focuses on the field. Half a smile creeps in. Jack 
steals a glance.

JILL
Ricky has a thing for Peanut.

JACK
Yep.

JILL
Has he tried to kiss her?
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JACK
Don’t think so. Why?

JILL
You know boys. A kiss is a sign of 
lust.

BUCK
Tell that to Judas.

JACK
Sign of betrayal.

RANDALL
Or Don Corleone.

BENSON
Sign of death.

JACK
Or Eddie.

JILL
A sign of possession.

(to Jack)
And you?

JACK
A kiss? A kiss is a promise of 
intimacy.

Randall, Benson, and Buck laugh, Jacks sighs, Jill smiles.

AT HOME PLATE

Moose gets as far back in the batter’s box as he can. Takes a 
few extended practice swings. The catcher backs up a few 
feet.

The pitch. Moose takes an exceptionally exaggerate, ‘mighty’ 
swing complete with scream and purposeful miss.

PLATE UMPIRE
Strike!

Ray’s catcher lowers his head chuckling. Gets up.

RAY’S CATCHER
Kinda missed that one, big boy.

Moose’s eyes dart to first. Ray’s Catcher turns to throw.

Sees a vacant first base. Ricky stands on second waving.
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IN THE DUGOUT

Peanut signals the base coaches.

PEANUT
ONE POTATO! TWO POTATO! PAPER!

AT HOME PLATE

MOOSE
ROCK!

AT SECOND BASE

RICKY
SCISSORS!

AT HOME PLATE

Moose takes some big swings. The infield backs up.

ON THE MOUND

The pitcher eyes the runner, shakes off a few signals, and 
throws.

AT HOME PLATE

Moose drag bunts. Ricky dashes to third.

MOOSE
Mine!

Pitcher, first baseman, and catcher freeze. All three charge 
the ball. Collide. Catcher comes up with the ball to find no 
one at first except Moose.

Catcher checks Ricky at third. Moose makes the turn at first 
and strolls toward second. The catcher chases after him.

Moose taunts him.

The catcher chases him toward second but Moose stops. The 
catcher walks up to him and tags him out. Moose points to the 
scoreboard.

INSERT THE SCOREBOARD which reads:
“Tan-fast-ic Rays 6 Buck-a-neers 7”
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AT HOME PLATE

Ricky stands on home plate.

INT. BUCK-A-NEER LOCKER ROOM - DAY

The team and coaches are gathered before Jack. A Jackson 
Little League Championship 2014 hangs on the wall. There's a 
KNOCK on the door and Judge Lily enters.

LILY
You wanted to see me?

JACK
No. I wanted you to hear this, the 
uncut version.

Jack turns and addresses his team.

JACK 
It's time I gave you my infamous 
speech. Which, until today, I was 
court ordered not to.

Jack pauses and then launches into coach mode.

JACK 
I don’t believe in ‘bad’ words. All 
those words you heard me say on 
YouTube-

Judge Lily furrows her brow. Jack acknowledges her concern 
and turns to his players.

JACK 
Well, you know the words. But I'm 
here to tell you those are not 
'adult' words. Do you know why your 
parents don't want you use them?

The team shakes their heads.

JACK 
They want you to be more 'adult' 
then they are. They want you to 
have the self-control they don't.

The team nods in agreement.

JACK (CONT’D
Those are not grown-up words. Any 
two-year old can say them. I know a 
parrot that can say them.
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The players giggle and shake their heads.

JACK
You have my permission to use them.

The team sits upright. Shocked.

JACK (CONT’D
They’re just a collection of 
letters. Those words just mean 
you’re mad. It's okay to be mad.

The team and Judge Lily look confused.

JACK (CONT’D 
But it's not okay to be mean. And 
the mean words I won't tolerate are 
words like fat, slow, stupid, spaz, 
retard, ugly ... You get what I'm 
saying?

The team nods.

JACK (CONT’D 
Then get out there and have fun. 
Play fair. Play nice. Play hard. 
And have a fu - fu -

The team's eyes widen.

JACK (CONT’D 
Fu - funtastic time.

AT HOME PLATE

Jack, Eddie, Jill, Peanut, the PLATE UMPIRE, Judge Lily 
Randall, and Buck conference.

JACK
Can’t you see what this means to 
her?

EDDIE
She’s my daughter and I get to 
decide what’s best for her. Girls 
shouldn’t be in Little League.

PLATE UMPIRE
The league rules allow girls-

EDDIE
League rules aren’t my rules.
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BUCK
(coughs out)

Sociopath.

EDDIE
Look, my team’s got this in the 
bag. I just want to make sure-.

BUCK
(to Randall)

Insure.

EDDIE
My guys play hard-

BUCK
(to Randall)

Dirty.

EDDIE
I don’t want her to get hurt.

JILL
This is going to hurt more than any 
injury.

EDDIE
That’s a risk-

BUCK
(to Randall)

Advantage.

EDDIE
I’m willing to take.

JACK
For you, you mean.

Eddie’s deep blue eyes mock Jack.

EDDIE
For her. She’s my girl.

JACK
She’s her own girl. She may have 
her mother’s legs but she decides 
where they take her.

Jill moves to Peanut’s side and puts her arm around her.
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JACK 
She can have her father’s eyes but 
it doesn't mean she sees things the 
way you see things.

PEANUT
I wish.

JACK
Wish what?

PEANUT
That I had my father’s eyes.

JACK
Your mom said-

Jack looks into Peanuts brown green-speckled eyes.

JACK 
Girl, you have beautiful eyes. Why-

He glances at Jill’s blue eyes.

JACK 
- would you -

He stares into Eddie’s steely blue eyes.

JACK 
- wish you had blue eyes?

PEANUT
I don't.

Jill grabs Jack by the shoulder.

JILL
She wishes her father knew she had 
his eyes.

Jill and Peanut look to Jack’s brown, green-speckled eyes.

Jack’s eyes widen as he stares into Peanut’s eyes. He looks 
to Jill who shrugs. Randall catches the exchange and 
confronts Eddie

RANDALL
It's extremely rare for two blue-
eyed parents to have a brown-eyed 
kid.

EDDIE
Eyes don't prove a damn thing.
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LILY
I'm afraid he's right.

JILL
How about a collaborating 
affidavit?

A vicious stare from Eddie but Jill backs him down.

EXT. BALLFIELD - NIGHT

A large crowd awaits the start of the Championship game.

AT THE DUGOUT ENTRANCE

PLATE UMPIRE (O.C.)
Play Ball!

Peanut in her catcher's gear emerges followed by her team.

Ricky give her a pat on the butt.

EXT. BALLFIELD - DAY

INSERT THE SCOREBOARD which reads:
"Buck-a-neers 2 Lone Arrangers 1
Third inning; 1 out
2 strikes 0 balls."

Conan puts one foot in the batter's box. Eddie, from his 
first base coaching position, Signals "time".

EDDIE
Time! Ump. Conan.

Eddie signals Conan to join him. They meet.

EDDIE 
This guy has your number. He likes 
to pitch inside. Lean into one.

CONAN
But, Dad-

EDDIE
Just do it.

Conan, turns back toward home plate. Eddie more for Peanut's 
ear than Conan:
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EDDIE 
How hard can the little taco throw?

AT HOME PLATE

Conan, in the batter's box, takes a couple of practice 
swings.

ON THE MOUND

Miguel shakes off a few signs.

The windup.

The pitch.

Inside for a strike.

AT HOME PLATE

Conan drops his bat.

Grabs his elbow and starts screaming in pain.

PLATE UMPIRE
Take your base.

ON THE MOUND

Miguel is livid.

MIGUEL
(in Spanish)

It never touched him.

AT HOME PLATE

Peanut takes off her catcher's mask, gives Eddie the stink 
eye and with slow, deliberate steps goes to the mound. She 
signals first baseman Moose to join them. Miquel, pointing at 
the plate umpire, continues to scream.

MIGUEL
(to Peanut in English)

It never touched him.
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ON THE MOUND

Peanut calms Miguel down. Moose joins them

PEANUT
Miguel, he had to fake it or take 
it or he'd get it at home.

Moose joins them

PEANUT 
Here's what we do.

ON THE FIELD

Miguel steps on the rubber, checks Conan.

AT FIRST BASE

Conan, foot firmly planted on the bag, smiles and shakes his 
head. Eddie claps and nods in agreement.

ON THE MOUND

Miguel steps off the rubber.

AT FIRST BASE

Moose sighs and tosses the ball back to Miguel.

EDDIE
Oldest play in the book. Really?

ON THE MOUND

Miguel, with the ball, steps on the rubber, checks the 
runner, Conan, who takes a small lead. Miguel shakes his 
head.

AT FIRST BASE

Moose drops back to his deep defensive fielding position in 
shallow right field close to the baseline. Eddie encourages 
Conan to take a huge lead.

EDDIE
I'll watch the first baseman. You 
watch the pitcher.
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IN SHALLOW RIGHT FIELD

Moose rushes the bag.

ON THE MOUND

Miguel turns to make the pick off move.

AT FIRST BASE

Eddie, bent at the waist with eyes fixed on his runner, 
gestures with both hands to the bag. Screams at Conan.

EDDIE
Get back! Get back!

Conan dives toward the base. Miguel takes careful aim and, as 
hard as he can, throws the ball into Eddie's rib cage.

EXT. BALLFIELD - NIGHT

Eddie, on a gurney, moans. Breathing is painful. Miguel looks 
down on him. EMT raises the gurney. Eddie and Miguel lock 
eyes. Peanut walks approaches Miguel from behind and places 
her hand on his shoulder.

PEANUT
Suck it up, coach. How hard can the 
little taco throw?

EMT
Hard enough to break two ribs.

EMT pokes the rib cage. Eddie screams.

MIGUEL
Sorry you're going to miss the rest 
of the game,

(to the EMT)
Dad.

EMT
Hope I don't miss any potholes on 
the way to the hospital.

EMT rolls the gurney over the first base bag. Eddie SCREAMS.

ON THE MOUND

Jack meets a smiling Miguel.
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JACK
Miguel?

Miguel hangs his head. Peanut joins them.

JACK 
Miguel, tell me that was an 
accident.

PEANUT
(sternly)

You heard Coach. Tell him it was an 
accident.

MIGUEL
It was an accident.

Plate Umpire approaches the group.

PLATE UMPIRE
Tell me that was an accident.

JACK
Do as the man says, Miguel.

AT THIRD BASE

The Buck-a-neers are jubilant. Jack looks to the scoreboard 
which reads: "Buck-a-neers 7 - Lone A-Rangers 1."

Jack searches the area.

He sees Greg and Liza hug.

He walks past Randall and Benson congratulating themselves.

As he enters the dugout's third base entrance and walks the 
length of the dugout. Peanut and Ricky climb onto the roof 
with a cooler of Gatorade.

DUGOUT ROOF

Peanut and Ricky, poised ... wait.

PEANUT
Hey Coach. Coach ... Dad.

Jack emerges below them and gets doused with Gatorade.

TV REPORTER
Get a little wet, did we coach?
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JACK
The camera adds ten gallons.

TV REPORTER
And this trophy another twenty.

Plate Umpire and Judge Lily set a massive trophy at his feet.

JACK
That's one big trophy.

PARENTS
Speech. Speech. Speech.

JACK
I'm speechless.

LIZA
Not a problem, coach. The team 
elected a spokesman.

With a flourish of her hands she indicates Bryan. All eyes 
are on Bryan as he walks up to a trophy taller than he.

BRYAN
(signing)

We don't play for trophies.
(beat)

We play for the love of the game.

LIZA
(interpreting)

We don't play for trophies.
(beat)

We play for the love of the game.

TV Reporter has a WTF moment. Parents eyes shift from person 
to person. Buck shrugs his shoulders. Liza places her hand on 
Buck's shoulder.

THE VADERS
We don't play for trophies.

(beat)
We play for the love of the game.

With bats in hand they smash the trophy.

EDDIE (V.O.)
AAAA-
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EXT. HOSPITAL - DAY

EDDIE (V.O.)
AAUUU-!

INT. HOSPITAL NURSES STATION - DAY

A lone nurse mans the desk. A 'call nurse' button flashes.

EDDIE (O.S.)
GHHHH!

INT. PATIENT ROOM -DAY

Eddie in bed. Eyes glue to the TV. Repeatedly pushing the 
call button. He grimaces.

EDDIE
Aw.

His hand drops. He sinks into the bed.

EXT. BALLFIELD - DAY

Peanut and Ricky jump off the roof and join Jack and Jill.

They walk toward the exit.

Conan goes to his mother's side. She puts her arm around him.

Buck trails behind dragging his mangled trophy.

TV Reporter makes slashing motion across her throat.

TV camera lights go off.

Stadium vapor lights go off.

FADE OUT


